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This invention pertains to picture projectors and has 
as its principal object an improved base construction for 
such devices characterized by the provision of a one 
piece molded base shell having an integrally-formed lamp 
socket structure which is economical to manufacture and 
assemble and which a?ords greatly improved ventilating 
advantages for the projection lamp as well as the asso 
ciated optical system. 
Another object is the provision of an integral base and 

socket structure in which the socket portion is provided 
with formations which locate the lamp receptacle ac 
curately for focusing purposes while affording a range 
of movement thereto as well as certain air passages for 
circulation of cooling air in direct contact with the socket 
receptacle and base portions of a lamp carried therein. 

Another object is the provision of a base construction 
of the class described which includes a simpli?ed tilting 
structure providing for manipulation of a tilt control 
knob through a long or slow arcand in a substantially 
horizontal plane on a deck or ledge portion of the one 
piece base shell. 

Another object is the provision in a projector of a 
base construction including a base shell having an in 
tegrally formed lamp socket structure and mounted upon 
pivot logs on a pedestal casting to rock relative to the 
latter, with a cross-strap held between the pivot lugs and 
base shell, and a tilting lever pivoted on the cross-strap 
and angled through a long cam slot on the pedestal and 
thence up through a long slot in a horizontal ledge in 
the base shell for ease of access and manipulation in tilt 
ing the projector. 
A further object is the provision, in a combination base 

shell and pedestal combination such as last above char 
acterized, of a simple mounting for a blower motor on 
the cross-strap carried between the pivot lugs and the 
base shell. 

Additional objects and aspects of novelty and utility 
pertain to details of the construction and operation of the 
embodiment described hereinafter in view of the annexed 
drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of the new projector; 
Fig. 2 is another elevational view of the projector as 

seen in Fig. 1 with the lamp housing and lamp optical 
system removed; 

Fig. 3 is a top plan view of the projector as seen in 
Fig. 2; 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of the base shell with in 
tegral socket structure; 

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of the pedestal casting and 
associated tilting and motor assembly from which the 
shell of Fig. 4 has been removed; 

Fig. 6 is a bottom plan view of the pedestal casting and 
base shell in assembled condition; 

Fig.’ 7 is a fragmentary bottom plan view, to enlarged 
scale, of the integral lamp socket structure; 
“Fig. 8 is a top plan view of the socket structure shown 
in Fig. 7; 
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Fig. 9 is a vertical sectional detail through the socket 
structure as viewed along lines 9—9 of Fig. 8; 

Fig. 10 is another vertical sectional detail through the 
socket structure taken along lines 10—10 of Fig. 9. 

Referring to Fig. 1, the projector consists of a pedestal 
casting 10, upon which is rockably mounted a molded 
base shell 15 carrying a lens-barrel and slide-bed casting 
16 and a removable lamp house 17. By loosening a 
knurled set screw 18, the lamp house or hood 17 can be 
removed to expose the lamp system for the purpose of 
renewing the lamp 19 (Fig. 2) or cleaning the reflector, 
condensing lenses, etc. ' 

Referring to Fig. 4, the shell member 15 is preferably 
molded from a suitable plastic material to include an 
open well portion 20 surrounded on three sides'by a skirt 
or sidewall portion 15A, and having a lowered deck 21 
at the front thereof in which is formed an arcuate slot 22. 
Molded integrally with the base shell 15 is a socket 

structure including a swept-back cross web having rear 
wardly-raked arms 23, 23A, and having a central socket 
cavity 24 shown more particularly in Figs. 7 to 10. 
As seen in the bottom view of Fig. 7, the socket well 

is provided with a pair of diametrically opposite center 
ing or locating bosses 25 (see also Figs. 8 and 9) located 
on the fore-and-aft or longitudinal axis of the shell and a 
line parallel to the optical axis through the lamp 19 and 
projecting lens means 16A, for the purpose of precisely 
locating the lamp 19 at a predetermined position of focus 
relative to the optical system. 

In order to expose essential details of novelty to view 
in the several ?gures of drawing, the source optical sys 
tem, ordinarily consisting of a concave re?ector, a pair 
of condensing lenses, and a heat absorbing plate, has been 
omitted. However, it is well understood in the art that 
the lamp 19 must be critically focused relative to any 
focusing type re?ector and condensing system if the 
highest optical ef?ciency is to be procured. 

Referring still to Figs. 7 and 8, the socket structure 
further includes a metal ring or base receptacle 26 to 
receive the lamp base, and a pair of divergent wings or 
tabs 27 which are respectively engaged by adjusting 
screws 28. 
As in the enlarged sectional view of Fig. 10, springs 

29 are interposed between the mounting wings 27 and 
the socket body to provide a resilient seating for the lamp 
and also an adjusting instrumentality. 
By turning the screws 28 in or out, the socket shell or 

receptacle 26 can be rocked transversely of the optical 
axis to center the lamp ?lament relative to a re?ector 
(not shown). 
The electrical contacts for the socket are completed 

by a spring contact arm 30 ?xed on the web structure 
by a screw 31, and having an offset contacting end por 
tion 30A underlying the center of the receptacle shell 26. 

Referring to Fig. 3, there is provided in the base well, 
beneath the swept-back socket web 23, a fan 34, the hub 
portion of which is located beneath the socket well 24, it 
being important to observe that the foregoing construc 
tion, including the spacing of the socket shell 26 by bosses 
25, the raking of the webs 23, 23A, and location of the 
fan hub beneath the socket shell, affords highest efficiency 
for cooling the lamp 19 within the limitations of space 
provided by the entire housing construction. 
Thus it will be observed that a maximum unobstructed 

space is provided in the base well in the region between 
the lamp 19 and lens barrell 16, so that air can circulate 
most freely in the region between the lamp and slide bed ’ 
16B where it is needed to reduce the heating e?ect on 
the ?lm. . - ' ~ 

The clearance between the socket shell 26 and well 
24 affords a substantial air passage .around- the lamp 



best?- Mqtsqverl there is,__'¢~tl,sb.soqdscirculaticnsbehind 
the lamp, with the web structure 23, 23A affording an 
optimum strength and minimum obstructiveness. 

The, base structure ,as _ shown, in, the; relatedwiews-of 
Figs. 4 and__'5 provides a simple ‘but. et?lcient .means for 
mounting the projector base shell,15;and.blower-or fan 
means 34.." ‘ 

Figs. 4 and 5 are ingthe relationship‘zof an exploded 
perspective, in which the base shell 15 has been lifted oil 
the pedestal casting‘ 10., 
The fan means 34 includes a small motor35 carried 

on, a simple cross-bar 36,.which ?ts up againsta pair ofv 
bosses 153 on the base ,shelLso as, to. be clamped be 
tween the latter and a pair. of ,angle lugs37 pivoted. as 
at ‘38in recessed 'otlsets 39 on the vcasting. Screws 40., 
are passed up throughtheangle _lugs,_,the ‘cross-bar or 
bearer strap 3fv for the motor, xandthreadecl ‘into, the, 
bosses 15B'on the base shell, thus ?xing the motor and 
fan in position beneath the lamp, and also attacking the 
shell ‘rockably to the pedestal cas_ting,_ with the motor 
and fan located at the pivot point for minimized change 
of relative positions between the fan and lamp socket 
structure. 
A further feature of ,noveltyis the, means for rocking 

the projector base shell relative to the pedestalcasting, 
and'this includes a tilting lever 45 (Fig. 5) pivotally 
attached as at '46'to the motor bearer strap 36, 
The free end of this tilting or rocking lever ,45 passes 

through an inclined slot 47 (Fig.v 5) in, a plate 48 secured 
by screws 49 (Fig. 6) to the forward end vof the pedestal _ 
casting, from whence the lever is offset upwardly as at 
45A'to pass through‘ the arcuate ; slot ZZVirrthe base shell, 
where the end of the lever engages in_a;_handle ‘element 
50. 
By swinging the lever across the slot 22, using handle 

50, the lever arm 45, pivoting at 46, rides the slopingv 
slot 47 and causes the base shell '15 and ‘pedestal casting , 
10 to pivot, relatively, so as to. lower or elevate the lens 
means 16A relative to a screen or the like. 

Actually, the heavy pedestal‘casting remains at, rest, 
and the trunnion means, including the two pivot lugs 
or ‘angles 37 and the cross-strap ,36’rock; and since the 
projector base member or shell 15 ‘is engaged with, and 
in effect carried by, the trunnion means byengagement 
of-“the bolts 40 in shell bosses 153,- the latter moves re 
sponsive to manipulation of the tilt lever means. 
'It should be observed," by inspection of Figs. 3 to 6,_ 

that the shaft 34X of-themoto-r fan or blower means 
substantially ‘underlies the'socket structure and lamp‘ 19, 
and that the pivotal attachment 46 (Fig. 6) of the tilt 
leverlies along a line parallel to the rockingv axis of ‘the 
pivot lugs or trunnion means,-sothat\between the oppo 
site limits of travel of the tilt leverlthe axis of the blower 
fan 34 is displaced relatively little relative to the lamp 
19 to insure good cooling~circulation from beneath the 
lamp in all positions of'tilt. 

In this latter connection the annular space between the 
socket-receptacle orshell 261(Fig; Si) and the socket‘ 
cavity 24 in which his positioned ‘provides an air-circu 
lation passage inithe- regions intervening between the 
focusing or centering bosses 25' ineall relative positions 
ofthe motor fan;- and‘the swept-back attitude of the 
transverse socket-supporting member vor ~ web 23 affords 
a minimized interferencetoi flow of cooling air generally 
upward through the-top opening'of-th'e well in the'base 
shell‘lS. 
The advantages and economiesaiforded' by the im 

proved base-structurewill vnowe-be more readily appre 
ciated with particular respect to theutility'of a- one-piece 
base shell and socket mount and ‘the-increased e?iciency 
of the-air ?ow afforded thereby, not only into the lamp 
housing generallybut'closelyaround the socket-receptacle 
shell 26 itself, together with the simple, economical, and 
e?ective. mounting of-the- blower unit on the} trunnion 
means so .asto maintain-the fan in the effective zones 
in all positions of tilting. 
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Thetfqunatianuot the chase shell, 15 “with a,,dcck..or. 
ledge 21 to overlie the free end of the tilt lever affords 
easy operating access to the tilt knob 50, and a long 
easy arc of movement for the lever system, giving smooth 
action throughout its range. Of importance also are 
the economies and efficiencies attending the attachment 
of the shell to trunnion lugs 37; :and clamping the motor 
bearer and trunnion cross-strap between thev shell and 
lugs.» 

I claim: 
1. In a projector, a base structurecomprising a one 

piece molded base shell having an upwardly opening well 
surrounded by depending sidewalls and a forwardly pro 
jecting deck having>an_;elongated. slot ,therethrough; an 
integral web spanning said well and having an integrally 
formed socket cavity therein; socket means in said cavity 
aligned by integral positioning bosses in said cavity; a 
base pedestal; opposite piyotdugs on said pedestal; a 
cross,,ba-r,interposed?between said lugs and saidshellie 
fasteningimeanshengaged in said ‘lugs. and bar and said 
shellto, secure said‘ parts in assembly with the shell. 
pivotablerelative tol-thepedestal; blower [means mounted 
von saidl bar in said well; atilting lever pivoted on said ‘ 
bar and projeeting“horizontally through ‘a sloping. cam _ 
slot formation on said pedestal; and tilt. operatingvmeans 
on saiddeck andconnecting with said lever through said 
elongated slot formanipulation of the tilting‘ lever._ 

2. In a, projector,~ a_ base construction comprisinga 
heavyipedestal member, a pairof ‘pivot lugs on, opposite ._ 
sides of.‘said._pedestal._,member, a tilt lever pivotally vicon¢ . 
nested. withysaidi-pedestal memberand extendinahpri- . 
zontallythrough chain-slot- member ?xed .011 theredestal. 
member; and ibaseshellhavinaanopen bottom adapted 
to ?t oversaid. pedestal member,- together with .an open‘ 
topfoverlyingflpart, at; leasthof said‘ pedestal member, 
saidshell further including a vsubstantially horizontal 
surface .portiqn 1 adjoining, said’ open top, and overlying. 
said cam slot member and having a longarcuate slotw 
concentriewith the pivot point of said tilt-lever, an ex- ’ 
tension: of ‘said leyerprojecting through said slot for‘ 
manual, engagement ,to pivot said lever and rock said 
shell‘ relative tosaid pedestal member, said open top 
portion being adapted. to be closed by a housing member 
seated thereon. ‘ 

3, The construction, set forth .in claim 2_ and further 
characterized by the provision of a lamp-supporting mem; 
berformed integrally with said vbase shell and. extending‘ 
across said open ‘top. . 

4. A_con_s_truction ‘according to claimg3>and further 
characterized bythe provision of blower meansfor a; 
lampin saidsupportingmember, and comprising a__,cross-,. 
strap held betweensaid pivotiugs and base, shelland 
having a motor fan secured thereon in a position: Sub 
stantially underlying saidpopen top ofrthe shellrandethe 
bottom of said lamp;suppo'rt_ing member; and a, fan driven I 
by said motor with its rotational axis substantially unde'r— 
lying said lamp-supporting member and-lying along a 
line parallel to the pivotal axis of the shellrelativejto 
the pedestalrmernber, sothat said fan axis undergoesa 
minimized displacement between the limits of’ rocking 
movement of the shell and pedestal member. 

5. In a, projector, ,a base structure including a pedestal 
cast supporting a rockably and pivotally mountecloner, 
piece, molded shell having’ a top-opening well traversed 
by an integral web with an integrally/formed lamp socket 
cavity therein, saidcavity including a pair, of, opposite 
lamp focusing. bosses, lying. along a, fore-andv-aftr'line. 
parallel with the opticalpaxis ‘of the projector; a socket-, 
receptacle .seatedinnseid» QayitYJHa?XQd position against 
fore-and-aft motion between said,- bosses but havingi free-r 
dons-1 oi movement; crosswise, of - said optical axis; _ and 
means adjustablytmounting:said socket receptacle on said 
web.and.adjustable to move theireceptacle. crosswise, 
as aforesaid. - 

6. In a projector, a projection lamp socket structure in 
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the molded base shell and comprising a supporting mem 
ber having an annular cavity therein, a pair of centering 
bosses on diametrically opposite inside wall portions of 
said cavity; a socket shell of lesser diameter than said 
annular cavity seated in the latter between said bosses to 
?t closely into engagement with the latter to ‘be held in 
a predetermined position thereby, but having ?reedom of 
movement crosswise of the diameter between said bosses; 
and adjustable screw means engaged with the socket shell 
and said supporting member and operable selectively to 
e?ect opposite crosswise adjusting movements of said 
socket shell. 

7. In a projector, a pedestal member; a pair of pivot 
lugs pivotally attached to opposite sides of said pedestal 
member; a cross bar extending crosswise of said pedestal 
member and seated upon said lugs; a tilt lever having one 
end pivotally attached to a mid-portion of said cross bar 
‘to extend toward one end of the pedestal member; a sta 
tionary cam member at said one end of the pedestal 
member having formed therein an upwardly rising cam 
slot through which a free end portion of the tilt lever 
projects; and ‘a motor fan unit ?xed to said cross bar 
with a fan shaft substantially concentric with the pivotal 
axis of said lever, and a projector base member secured 
to said pivot lugs so that there is relative rocking move 
ment ‘between the base member and pedestal member 
responsive to pivotal movement of said tilt lever with 
the axis of ‘said fan shaft undergoing a minimized dis 
placement relative to overlying parts of said projector 
base member between the limits of rocking movement of 
the same relative to the pedestal member. 

8. In a picture projector, a combination base-shell and 
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socket-mounting structure comprising: a hollow one-piece ~ 
body having a bottom opening and a top opening there 
above with integrally-formed cross web member having 
formed as an integral part thereof a seating formation 
for a lamp support with substantial open vareas of air 
?ow space about said seating formation for passage of 
cooling air upwardly there past from the region of said 
open bottom. 

9. The construction of claim 8 further characterized by 
the provision of a pedestal body having a ring-like mem 
ber having extensive open areas within its con?nes and 
dimensioned to lie within the bottom con?nes of said base 
shell; a cross-support and pivot means mounting the same 
crosswise of said ring-like member; air-moving means 
mounted on said cross-support to rock therewith and in 
position to displace lamp-cooling air upwardly through 
said open top and past said lamp-supporting formation; 
together with means interconnecting said ‘base shell with 
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said cross-support to rock therewith; and mechanism ’ 
operable to rock said cross-support relative to said ring 
like member. 

10. A tilting base structure for a picture projector com 
prising a pedestal adapted to rest upon a support; a rock 
able member extending crosswise of said pedestal; means 
pivotally attaching said rockable member on the pedestal; 
a tilting lever having one end pivotally mounted on said 
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rockable member with an opposite end portion extending 
in a generally horizontal sense toward an end of the 
pedestal, an upright member on said pedestal extending 
crosswise of the latter near said end of the same and 
having an upwardly inclined cam slot therein extending 
in a direction generally crosswise of the pedestal; said 
opposite end of the tilt lever passing through said slot and 
acting in the latter responsive to pivotal movement of 
the lever to rock said rockable member relative to the 
pedestal, the rockable member being adapted to have 
connection with a member ‘to be rocked therewith. 

11. A lamp socket structure for a picture projector 
comprising a member having a cavity therein adapted to 
receive a socket mounting member having a crosswise 
dimension smaller than a crosswise dimension of ‘said 
cavity and disposed in the cavity to rock in the latter at 
least in the direction of said dimensions, formations in 
the cavity closely ?anking the socket mounting member 
to prevent rocking thereof as aforesaid, and means ex 
tending from said socket mounting member in opposite 
directions in the cavity along a line transverse to the line 
of the aforesaid crosswise dimension and adjustably 
attached to the cavity member by screw and spring means 
operable to rock the socket supporting member along the 
line of said transverse dimension. 

12. A focusing type lamp socket for a picture projector 
comprising a body having a cavity, a socket shell in said 
cavity and smaller in diameter than the cavity at least in 
one predetermined transverse line of direction across the 
latter; stop means in the cavity ?anking the socket shell 
along a diametric axis at substantially right angles to said 
transverse-line and limiting rocking movement of the 
shell in the direction of said axis; transversely extending ' 
mounting members projecting from opposite sides of the 
shell; spring means acting on said mounting members to 
urge the shell in a predetermined direction from said 
transverse line, and attaching means loosely attaching 
said projecting members of the shell to said body so that 
the shell may move under urgence of said spring means 
as aforesaid, the attaching means for at leastvone of said 
projecting members being adjustably movable back and 
forth along the line of action. of the appertaining spring 
means for adjusting operation to rock the shell trans 
versely into desired positions of adjustment for purposes 
of focusing a lamp in (the socket. 
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